Release Notes for Version 7.0.2642
Application

Feature

Type

Comments

SPOT

AR

Addition to
As a SPOT user, I would like the ACH
Existing Feature feature to create CSV files instead of XLS
"Company Settings > A/R Settings > ACH
File Type". This can be set to "(none)",
"Excel (*.xls)" (the default), or "Commaseparated (*.csv)" to allow users to create
comma-delimited export ACH files instead
of Excel export files.

Company Settings > A/R Settings >
ACH File Type

Assembly Profile, "Warn of Item Rescan
(Day Threshold)"

SPOT

Assisted
Assembly

New Feature

Setting to warn the user that this piece
has already been on the assembly bay
today. They are getting pieces missed in
assembly and bagged as partial orders
then finding the stragglers later in the
day.
Added a warning to Assisted Assembly
(with a threshold setting) to let the user
know if an item has been scanned within x
days.

SPOT

Batch Markin

Fix

Do not allow HSL from a hotel customer in
a different store to be scanned at batch
markin. Detail markin already prevents this.
Loophole now closed.

SPOT

Configuration Change

As a SPOT user, I would like to hide
'Cash Credit' and 'A/R Adjustment'
reasons
In the payout screen, remove any item
explicitly marked as "Hidden" in settings
(e.g., A/R Adjustment Reasons, Cash Credit
Reasons).

SPOT

Conveyor

As a SPOT user, I would like to specify an
on-the-fly split count to my conveyor to

New Feature

Settings

Can be set to "(none)", "Excel (*.xls)"
(the default), or "Comma-separated
(*.csv)"

Company->Markin->A/R Adjustment
Reasons
Company->Markin->Cash Credit
Reasons

offload orders immediately
Added to the "Assembly Orders" tab of the
conveyor management view a button,
"Select Orders by Item Count", which will
prompt the user for an "On Assembly" item
count threshold. The view will then select
and highlight all orders meeting or
exceeding this threshold. From there, the
orders may be split or removed from the
conveyor.
SPOT

Coupons

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like to have an
option to email instead of reprint award
coupons as needed.
If a reprint of a customer reward coupon is
requested and the store is configured to
always e-mail rewards, SPOT will now
prompt if the customer wants an e-mailed
coupon or a printed coupon regardless of
the setting.

SPOT

Coupons

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like redeemable
rewards to allow removal, otherwise sort
the list by newest first.
On Customer View->Reprint Awards, sort
the list in descending chronological order.

SPOT

Credit Cards

Fix

Fixed issue in Reverse Payments - when the
card was swiped, the track information was
being stripped out before the credit
payment was submitted. This caused the
encrypted swipes to fail.

SPOT

Customer
Connect

Fix

The memory leak that occurred after
processing Signup or Change Account web
requests has been fixed.

SPOT

Email

Fix

Fixed an issue that prevented Email Address
Manager from working with Gmail or

Google Apps.
SPOT

Email

Fix

Batch email screen would crash if Select
Stores/Routes option was used but nothing
was selected.

SPOT

Email

Addition to
As a SPOT user, I would like the batch
Existing Feature email message body field to allow html
for unsubscribe reasons.
In SPOT, the unsubscribe

SPOT

Email

Change

Emails will now always be sent as an HTML
format.

SPOT

General

Fix

Email addresses that had been marked as
invalid were still marked as invalid after
replacing them with a new email address.

SPOT

General

Change

As a SPOT administrator, I require all
passwords in config files to be encrypted
Conveyor Client/Host will now encrypt an
unencrypted connection string in the
.config file.

SPOT

Hotels

Fix

Hotel orders split in the Quick screen were
losing the hotel discount.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Concurrency error when two sessions
logged into the same workstation both
accessed a Detail order on hold, resulting in
the possibility of duplicate active HSLs
which causes problems with assembly.
SPOT now checks just prior to detailing
whether the order was already resumed on
a different workstation.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Eliminated concurrency block when
Workstation 1 had an unanswered item
disclaimer prompt at the same time
Workstation 2 was attempting to view the
new invoice. Resolution: SPOT now prompts

prior to saving the invoice.
SPOT

Pickup

Addition to
As a SPOT user, I would like cash
Existing Feature transactions to be rounded to the nearest
whole number.
An option of "1.00" has been added to the
"Store Settings > Cashier Settings > Round
Cash Transactions" setting. This will enable
rounding to the nearest 1.00 for cash
transactions.

SPOT

Pickup

Fix

SPOT

Printing

Addition to
As a SPOT user, I would like a
Existing Feature 'processing cost total' invoice node for
my template
A "TotalProcessingCost" node has been
added to the Invoice document template
type.

SPOT

Production

Fix

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Menu > Production Tracking > User Activity
Existing Feature - Added an hourglass while data is being
loaded.

SPOT

Reports

Change

The 'Customer Invoice Detail' report
description needed to be reworded to be
more specific.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Item price changes were causing an error in
the "Daily Report".

SPOT

Reports

Change

Reports Gallery > Customer > Top X by
Sales reports - Improved the performance

It was possible to crash SPOT if a credit
card on file was added to the customer
profile at the Order Pickup screen and the
"Non-Cash Payment Adjustment" setting
was in use.

Menu > Production Tracking > User Activity
- Fixed an error that occurs when the date
range is cancelled.

Store Settings > Cashier Settings >
Round Cash Transactions

of the reports.
SPOT

Routes

Fix

Some route customers were receiving email
receipts that referenced invoice numbers
that did not belong to them.

SPOT

Security

Fix

Fixed issue with preventing the re-use of
user passwords.

SPOT

Security

Fix

Users without the right to enter the Search
screen could still get there by doubleclicking on the Production Commitment
grid.

Dashboard

General

Fix

On a popup dialog, if the session has
expired, it will ask the user to login within
the popup dialog and then they will
continue on where they left off.

Dashboard

General

Change

User will now be directed to login if their
session expires.

Dashboard

General

Change

The account name can now be overridden
with the brand name.

OTS

General

Fix

Route reminders will now include
customers who have never had a visit
before.

OTS

General

Fix

Fixed an issue with route reminders not
going out for on demand customers who
do not have a pickup day specified.

